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Modern architecture is still with us, decades

Architecture’s restless, immaterial power to struc-

after it was planned and built, working its effects on

ture and influence the minds and bodies of its users

generations of users – ‘work[ing] us over completely’,

sits uneasily with the fundamentalist metaphors

to borrow Marshall McLuhan’s famous description of

that architects are fond of. Take Charles Jencks’s

electronic media. Made of rigorously organised mate-

pronouncement in a 2012 lecture, for instance:

rials, architecture generates as powerful effects as do

‘Crystallising and personifying the basic human con-

colour screens, loudspeakers, algorithms and electric

dition is what architecture does well, and what mon-

circuits. Through its particular capacity for producing

umental architecture does very well.’2 It is hard to

space as a kind of time travel, architecture massages

think of any living artist who would entirely without

and shapes behaviour and perception: Absorbing and

irony praise art’s essential relation to the transcend-

impossible to switch off, built space incorporates

ent phantom of ‘the basic human condition’ and get

people as its input and output. Exuding the apod-

away with it. (And that still leaves unexplained Jencks’s

ictic facticity of the possible that has been planned

mysterious idea of monumental architecture’s ‘per-

and realised as such, a building is alive – materially,

sonification’ of this condition.)

ideologically, contextually – teeming with forces and
silent assertions of norms.

If smug ideologies are still espoused among
architects who hold that their practice is arche-

Gilles Deleuze writes: ‘If different examples of

civilizational, Knut Henrik Henriksen works with archi-

architecture … are visibilities, places of visibilities,

tecture not as the first thing, but as the last. That is,

this is because they are not just figures of stone,

not as a base for human activity and dwelling, but

assemblages of things and combinations of qualities,

as ideas that have materialised as actors in their

but first and foremost forms of light that distribute

own right, and at the same time find themselves in

light and dark, opaque and transparent, seen and

the push and pull of broader processes of transfor-

non-seen, etc.’1 Buildings make subjects and objects

mation. Within this field of forces, Henriksen inves-

appear, create the conditions for their being or not

tigates and dramatises what he calls architectural

being seen, with effects that are often unruly and out

doubts or architectural frustration. In this sense, his

of control, as effects are wont to be. Effect-space is

work consists of so many ways to pick up echoes

not only positive space, an enclosure, but a force field

and after-forms – irritants, one could say – of what

defined by intensities.

it might mean to domesticate, inhabit, pass through

below: Le Corbusier and Albert Einstein, Princeton, New Jersey, 1946.

or otherwise be submitted to and interact with the

lowering its ceiling height to the French architect’s

effects of built space. He finds the limits of architec-

paradigmatic 226 cm. The new ceiling – consisting of

ture neither in marginal, post-utopian practices, nor

square white Styrofoam panels mounted on a prosaic

in what Felicity Scott has called the ‘defensive re-

wooden frame – was in effect a horizontal sculpture

demarcation of disciplinary boundaries’ of postmod-

that you hence looked at from below. It was the exhibi-

ernist endgames, but in a modernism whose global dis-

tion’s only work, a sort of Bauhaus-meets-Home Depot

semination makes manifest its universalist aspirations.3

gesture: Henriksen’s use of cheap standard materials
from DIY shops infused the whole scenario with an

The Good Easy, the Bad Difficult, and the
Well-Tempered Normativity

inescapable sense of the everyday economy. As one

Henriksen’s installation Scale of Proportions Which

an amputation of the space or a piston coming down

Makes the Bad Difficult and the Good Easy (2006) took

on your head than a harmonious proportion, and it

as its inspiration a meeting between Le Corbusier and

seemed to squeeze your attention from the empty

stood in the gallery, the dropped ceiling felt more like

Albert Einstein that transpired in 1946. Their meeting
is one of those moments when you can almost hear
the tectonic plates of twentieth-century history click

tunity to explain his work on the Modulor system, an
attempt to locate the golden section proportional
to the height of the human body, which could thus
become the pivotal point of built space, promising
an ideal basis for commodious, harmonious, universally standardised edifices. Einstein responded that
if realised, the Modulor would make ‘the bad difficult
and the good easy.’
Implementing Le Corbusier’s quest for a universal standard, Henriksen’s Scale of Proportions was
an intervention in the space of a commercial gallery,
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into place. The architect availed himself of the oppor-

below: Views of ‘Scale of Proportions Which Makes the Bad Difficult and the Good Easy’, 2006, Standard (Oslo). Photos: Stein Jørgensen.

white cube out towards the street life ho-humming

also brings into play questions of aesthetic idealism

past the windows of the gallery’s not-so-uptown loca-

and art-market commerce; material contingency and

tion. So while the work did what Minimalist sculpture

architectural blueprint; the transcendental and the

did best – enhancing scale, material and perception

visceral; visibility and opacity. Le Corbusier’s Modulor

by means of a kind of elevated banality – it was less

is a universal Cartesian logos that illuminates embod-

about Minimal mystique and industrial sublimity and

ied being from the point of view of a rationalistic,

more of a reminder of the situated meanness of mod-

abstracted human body towards a dwelling adapted

ernist space in the meetings it had and has with real

to our needs, ‘beauty in the sense of good propor-

bodies – not the six-foot-tall man of Le Corbusier’s

tion’. Henriksen in a sense loyally acknowledges this

imaginings, but male and female bodies, white and

modernist premise for the production of space and

black bodies, young and old, healthy and ill and so on.

uses it as the blueprint for his own work, while at the

Scale of Proportions also neatly dissected the

same accepting the failure of the high hopes that Le

metaphysical overtones of heroic modernism: Looking

Corbusier had for a universal, progressive architec-

through the gallery’s windows from the outside at

ture. That is, his machines for living also produced

night, one could see how the space created above the

junk space, repressed bodies and marginalised gazes.

dropped ceiling became a kind of Platonic realm lit up

Le Corbusier’s attempt to integrate the golden ratio

by strip lights, while the lower part – the gallery space

into the proportions of built space has a precedent in

– wallowed in darkness. This sharp divide between an

the early-twentieth-century drive towards standardi-

upper realm of light and the nether, material world is

sation in architecture and design. The most success-

akin to other dualisms according to which the modern

ful of these proposals for what the chemist Wilhelm

era sought to organise the world. Scale of Proportions

Ostwald called ‘coordinated conventions’ was the

below: Bus shelter of a type commonly found around Norway, originally designed by Hafdan Wiberg. Photo: Steinar Sekkingstad.

standardisation of the dimensions of paper in the A

leading up to World War II. It is an educated guess

series paper formats in 1922; this, as the curator and

that the integration of the computer in architectural

critic Nader Vossoughian writes, stands as ‘the Urnorm

planning has led to standardisation achieving a new

against which all other standards in Germany are still

global reach, algorithmic sophistication and what in

measured.’4 As he points out, standardisation is not

the twentieth century went by the name of conformity.

only a question of how things are made; it cannot be

mass production’. Instead Normung or Normierung,

Modernity’s Doubt in
the Universal Margin of Error

as it is called in German, ‘expresses a dimension of

Le Corbusier is a recurring, spectral father figure in

normalisation that is frequently overlooked in archi-

Henriksen’s practice, either represented by his own

tectural discourse. . . . Conventions that govern the

work as a mainline of modernism, or via other archi-

dimensions of bricks also shape understandings of

tects who studied with him or were inspired by him.

the body politic.’5

The Norwegian architect Erling Viksjø, who falls in

Through books such as Ernst Neufert’s

the latter category, invented a surface treatment for

Bauentwurfslehre (Architects’ Data, 1936), builders,

concrete that removed the top layer of mortar, leaving

designers and architects were furnished with a ‘sys-

the mixed-in pebbles visible. This technique become

tematic and encyclopedic picture’ of knowledge that

a model for social democratic architecture through its

acquainted them with ‘norms for vacuum cleaners,

use in representative public or municipal buildings all

chicken coops, and bookshelves’.6 In Germany and

over Norway, and Picasso adopted it for the concrete

elsewhere at the time it was held that the lack of systematic organisational principles was symptomatic of
an inferior and barbaric culture. Although such a view
cannot be reduced to a burgeoning fascism, it can
be mentioned here that Neufert’s efforts to root his
dimensional norms in a theory of ‘well-proportioned
man’ find parallels in National Socialist propaganda,
and that his Bauentwurfslehre was instrumental in
the militarisation of civil life in Germany in the years
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equated only with ‘mechanisation, prefabrication, or

top Left: Erling Viksjø arranging stones for a wall (conglomur), ca. 1959 © National Museum of Art, Architecture and Design, Oslo.
top Right: Production of Bird in Space, 2015.
bottom: Bergen City Hall, ca. 1980. Morgenavisen A/S, Bergen Byarkiv.

the hippie commune – that became an inspiration for
the modern movement’s housing schemes. Fourier
believed that if humankind started living according
to his insights, it would have beneficial effects on a
planetary level: Earth would correct its planetary tilt,
murals he designed for Oslo’s Government Quarter –

permanent Northern Lights would illuminate the sky,

the perfect union of art, governance and architecture.

and cosmic music would resound throughout the

Viksjø’s invention also inspired the concrete shelter–

universe. In fact, life would be so good in Fourier’s

style bus stops that are commonly found all over

future world that humankind would reach an average

Norway, and it underlies Henriksen’s monuments to

height of seven feet, and a mutant third sex, a kind of

Viksjø in the exhibitions ‘Echoes’ and ‘Notes to Stones’

kick-ass hermaphrodite, would see the light of day.

at Bergen Kunsthall in 2012 and 2014. Here, too, the

All wars would cease and Earth’s human population

stories told in Henriksen’s work are embedded within

would devote itself to aesthetic and ludic pursuits and

other stories, which functions to allow him to piggy-

moderate, rather than excessive, amounts of work.

back on the universalist claims of the International

As one can tell, Fourier’s writing is anything but

Style, turning his works into fifth-columnists among

driven by positivist logic. It is intoxicated, rather, and it

its reiterated dreams and orthodoxies.

has long been considered highly exotic. According to

Students of architecture are familiar with the nar-

Kenneth White, writing in 1969, it is a ‘grotesque item,

rative that starts with the so-called Phalansteries of

for dilettante admiration and curiosity . . . on the shelf

the libidinal communist Charles Fourier from the 1820s
and culminates in Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation in
the late 1940s. Fourier replaced the Cartesian methodological imperative of absolute doubt with that of
absolute deviation from established philosophies and
institutions. His was a principle of utopian dérive that
eroticised the entirety of social space, and his pervasive reimagination of human existence resulted in
a vision of communal living – a kind of prototype of

of political antiquities.’7 Fourier’s maths seem idiosyn-

takes the form of its indulgence in its passions, in

cratic to say the least, delirious even. Hilariously, he

whatever is pleasurable and luxurious. This is coun-

admits out of nowhere that because he writes about

terintuitive to our perception and expectations of

events that lie in the future he is always one-ninth

architecture – not least in its classic modernist mani-

wrong, and that his reader is free to apply this margin

festation. Fourier imagined the phalansteric abode as

of error anywhere in his text. Still, even if Fourier him-

a kind of turned-on Versailles – so not functionalism,

self was one of few people, then or now, who would

exactly. Yet if one looks closely enough, Fourier oddly

consider his writing scientific, it is in many ways of a

has a genealogical presence in the canon of modern

piece with the Enlightenment’s idealised reason, not

architecture, and through his doubt in everything that

least by being based on mathematical calculation

exists he can be seen to resurface, as a kindred spirit,

and exposition. And in this light, it is perhaps not so

in Henriksen’s investigations of architectural doubt.

strange after all that Le Corbusier married Cartesian

That is to say, Henriksen’s navigation of built space

logocentrism with a Fourieresque vision of happy

from the vantage point of doubt and deviation can

cohabitation for the common man and woman. The

also be seen as a fascinated artistic attempt to estab-

ideological luggage of Le Corbusier’s staunch mod-

lish bigger, more historically and socially complete

ernism includes not only Descartes’ imperial ego, but

mechanisms inherent to an architecture that isn’t

also the radical imagination of Charles Fourier.

considered merely a machine for living but rather an

Fourier gave the world – the entirety of world his-

affect-generating, inevitably contextualised appara-

tory, at that – a flamboyant makeover, transforming

tus that emerges out of untold prehistories and pro-

it into a place where the emancipation of humankind

duces unintentional after-forms. It is as if his works
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left: Le Corbusier, Unité d’habitation, Marseille. Photo: Paul Kozlowski. © FLC/VG BILD-KUNST, BONN, 2016.
Right: Perspective view of Charles Fourier’s Phalanstère by Victor Considérant, 1848.

below: Facade of the extension to the Kunstmuseum Bern, designed by Atelier 5.

operate in Fourier’s universal margin of error, where
the supplementary and out-of-whack reappears as
part of a broader, more inclusive story of built space
and its slipstream of architectural effects.
A Story About the Sun and the Moon and the
Chipboard Removed to Reveal the Pearls of Water,
2003, takes its cue from a hidden construction
error in the new wing – designed by Atelier 5, whose
work is heavily indebted to Le Corbusier – of the
Kunstmuseum Bern, where condensation water was

conveyed sonically or materialised as condensation –

accumulating on the inside of the windows, which

is the material structure of the circuit learning to

were then covered with a wall. In a cubistic gesture,

learn, something that it wasn’t supposed to do at all.

Henriksen removed a section of this wall – in installation photos, a chipboard crescent seems to have
slid down to reveal the windows with the ‘pearls of

Completing and systematising
the en dehors du format

water’ – and thereby reopened the case of the mal-

It is not that Henriksen converts architecture into an

functioning architecture. Quite literally, Henriksen

anarchist playland. In his 1923 book Towards a New

here demonstrates the autopoietic potential of built

Architecture, Le Corbusier famously writes: ‘It is a

space by calling attention to a closed system of con-

question of building which is a the root of the social

densation that has spontaneously established itself.

unrest of today: architecture or revolution.’ Henriksen

The feedback structure that characterises the conden-

doesn’t turn Le Corbusier on his head and make a rev-

sation process becomes a neatly framed lesson that

olutionary claim for architecture. First of all, Henriksen

the Kunstmuseum Bern learns about itself. This can be

is on the side of (the) building as it was actually built

compared to the feedback that acid-rock guitarists of

and as something with which he can interact phys-

the 1960s produced not by playing their guitars, but by

ically, sculpturally; but he is also likely to detourn

placing themselves within the electronic circuit and

and short-circuit it, to implant a consciousness that

playing the flow of already amplified sound. In this

makes it comprehensively recall the conditions of its

sense, feedback – whether it is transported electrically,

making and realise future potentials, strange as they

top: the Story About the Sun, the Moon and the Chipboard Removed to Reveal the Pearls of Water, 2011, cut and removed museum wall.
Installation view, Kunstmuseum Bern. Photo: Prolith - digital factory, Schönbühl.
Below: STUDIO VIEW, 2014.

work they find that everything has been rearranged:
scale models have been feverishly extrapolated,
their pedestals have been used to build entire new
cityscapes, sections of the walls and roof have been
removed to let in a bit of air and faint tones of cosmic music, the spatial unconscious of architectural
masterpieces has been evoked as so many unruly
footnotes and homages to the fact that all official
norms, standards and measures are entangled with –
may be. His artistic temperament is monumentally

and can be beautifully enrolled to coproduce – the

geeky. You could compare him to an architecture lover

en dehors du format…

who outwits the custodians to spend the night in an

The self-generating logic of the feedback system

(imaginary) Museum of the History of Built Space to

recurs at the level of signs and materials in the public

be with his beloved architectural models and museum

commission Full Circle (2009/2011), created for two

pieces. In the morning, when the employees resume

end walls at the renovated King’s Cross St. Pancras
Underground station in London. The lengthy invitation

the use of certified materials, contracted labour and
no political statements or offensive imagery, as well
as outlining lines of communication and the production schedule: it might have blocked or unwound any
creativity that the Arts Council committee must have
assumed to exist on the part of the invited artist. As
Henriksen says, he works alone in his studio, usually
without any assistants, and therefore doesn’t wield
the organisational resources that it would take to confront the hypercontrolled public environment with any
parity. Instead he allowed the question to become the
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that Henriksen received for the commission stipulated

top: Full Circle, 2009. Installation view, permanent artwork at King’s Cross St. Pancras Underground Station. Photo: Daisy Hutchison.
bottom: Hamburger Bahnhof, 1978. © bpk. Photo: Hans W. Mende.

in which many of his interests converge, is
Architectural Doubts (2004). This was another
site-specific sculpture or installation – Henriksen
favours the former term – here inspired by a tale of
two buildings. Constructed for a group exhibition
at the Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin, Architectural
Doubts was a pinewood wall whose tongue-andgroove panels spanned from floor to ceiling in the
answer and turned the bureaucracy-laden invitation

large exhibition hall where the two buildings that

into the score for the artwork itself. Feeding bureau-

jointly form the museum meet. As the institution’s

cracy back to itself to allow for permutations of its

name suggests, the original building was a railway

own circular causality, he employed only materials,

station. This was decommissioned forty years after

systems and technical solutions that already existed

its construction and paired with a new annex; the

in the London Underground system. Henriksen’s mate-

two buildings together were turned into a technical

rials mutely mirrored those already being used in the

museum. Henriksen erected Architectural Doubts

station; he had the station’s architects and engineers

on the line between the two buildings, as a massive

help design the commission, and hired the workers

caesura, a negative cast that confronted the spec-

who were already working in the Underground tun-

tator literally as a wall, separating what built space

nels to execute his works. The corridors of the Tube

once united, and telling the story of how the archi-

describe something like three-quarters of a circle,

tect who was tasked with connecting the buildings

the last quarter being interrupted by the floor; true
to his method of completing and standardising marginalised spaces and excluded logics, Henriksen
awarded a leading role to all the quarter-circle crescents, which were installed on top of the three-quarters, seemingly as afterthoughts – the underground
of the Underground, so to speak.
One of Henriksen’s most important pieces,

below: Architectural Doubts, 2004, wood, rear: 13 x 30 m; front: 15 x 18 m. Installation views, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin. Photos: Jens Ziehe.

didn’t manage to articulate the place where they

is complicit with power and the social divisions of life

join. If anything, the work was a wall of time that

in the city, because it reappears in the marketplace as

on one side allowed you to discern the classicism

real estate, because it codifies behaviour and repro-

of the original railway station, and on the other

duces forms of control.

with its rounded roof and onion profile.

Today, that is to say, architecture needs to be
led in a revolt against itself. There is reason to

More than a debunking of its epistemic founda-

believe that an urban environment produced by

tion, Henriksen lets loose the reverberating sign-

architectural doubt would be a new, more liveable

materials and after-images of high modernism to pro-

and inclusive kind of city. It would not be a uto-

pose new readings of its unfinished history. If he sees

pia – not New Babylon, not Brasília – but neither

Le Corbusier as the real thing it could be because he

would it be London or Paris, where the young and

was among the architects for whom the stakes were

poor are increasingly priced out. It would be a city

high and therefore had an ambition that – regardless

founded by the lasting effects of how built spaces

of its unrestrained and myopic universalist claims –

and public volumes can be – must be – allowed to

made him realise that, yes, built space and revolution

critically and self-critically search for the limits of

must be intimately connected, because architecture

their own conditions of possibility.

Lars Bang Larsen is an art historian, writer and curator.
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revealed the newer building’s more Orientalist style,
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